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Introduction 
We construct a model category for stable homotopy theory, called the category 
5 0 of spectral sheaves, whose technical properties compare very favourably with 
those of previous table categories. In particular, we show the following: 
(1) 50 is a closed model category, and its homotopy category Ho 5° is equivalent 
to the homotopy categories of CW spectra nd semisimplicial spectra. All objects 
of 50 are fibrant, and every small diagram in 5° has a limit and a colimit. 
(2) 50 has smash product functors with the same good properties as those in the 
category of CW spectra. 
(3) 50 has function spectra which are adjoint to the smash products at the level 
of maps. 
For purposes of comparison, we recall some of the history of spectra. After stable 
homotopy theory was introduced by E. Spanier and J.H.C. Whitehead [ 18], spectra 
were invented by Lima [1 1] and developed by Puppe [13], G.W. Whitehead [22] and 
others. An elegant construction of semisimplicial spectra was given by Kan [9]. 
Boardman's category of CW spectra was the first to have a fully satisfactory theory 
of smash products, and incorporates all the convenience of working with CW com- 
plexes [4, 21]. In a substantial monograph, Lewis et al. [10] develop an equivariant 
stable theory: their spectra are designed to have good smash products and good 
function spectra. Bousfield and Friedlander [5] have constructed a category of spec- 
tra which is a closed model category. A very different approach to stable homotopy 
theory has been described by Anderson [1, 2]. 
We now describe the construction which we shall use. It can be understood by 
means of an analogy with the theory of simplicial sets. Anderson [3] has remarked 
that a simplicial set is nothing but a sheaf on the category of finite ordered simplicial 
complexes. Now various technical difficulties in the theories of simplicial sets and 
simplicial spectra - for instance, troubles with smash products - can be traced to 
the rigidity of the fixed triangulations on these complexes. Therefore, it is 
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reasonable to try replacing ordered simplicial complexes by compact polyhedra, 
which have an equivalence class of triangulations (that is, a piecewise linear struc- 
ture). Sheaves on this category would give a new model category for unstable 
homotopy theory. 
For our purposes, we must stabilize the construction just described. In Section 1 
we describe the necessary apparatus (the reference system) for keeping track of 
suspension coordinates, and we prove a theorem which is later used to show that 
(to state it informally) the space of smash product functors is contractible. (The ex- 
position in Section 1 has been much improved as a result of suggestions made by 
the referee, to whom the author records his sincere thanks.) In Section 2 we in- 
troduce stable polyhedra: they are actually formal desuspensions of finite 
polyhedral pairs. A spectral sheaf is defined in Definition 2.3 to be a sheaf on the 
category of stable polyhedra. Some basic homotopy theory of these objects is 
developed in Section 3, and the model category axioms are proved. In Section 4 we 
show that the homotopy category of spectral sheaves agrees with that of CW spec- 
tra. Then Section 5 treats changes of reference system, Section 6 describes external 
smash products and external function spectra, and Section 7 establishes the proper- 
ties of the corresponding internal products. 
To motivate this paper, we describe the type of situation arising in [17] where one 
needs a category of spectra having those properties which Sehas. Suppose E is a ring 
spectrum, and F a right E-module satisfying the A n associativity axiom. Then, for 
any spectrum G, one expects to be able to show that the function spectrum G F is 
an A n left E-module. If n < 3, one can prove this in any reasonable stable category 
by using adjointness at the level of homotopy classes: 
[X, G F] = [FAX, GI. 
For n >__4, however, one needs adjointness at the level of maps. Our category is 
specifically designed to handle this type of theory. 
In the future, it ought to be possible to develop an equivariant analogue of ~, 
and to construct stable homotopy categories from sheaves on other sites. We use 
polyhedra because we need a number of features of the piecewise linear category: 
its fibre products, the simplicial approximation theorem, and the stable theory of 
PL disc bundles. One could incorporate the action of a finite group easily enough 
here, but if the action of a general Lie group were required, then it would be 
necessary to site the sheaves upon a different category of spaces. 
1. Reference systems 
We study first the diagrams of suspension functors which give rise to our stable 
categories. 
1.0. Definition. The category ~ ofpolyhedralpairs is defined as follows: An object 
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A of ~ is a compact pair (A~, A0) with a piecewise linear (PL) structure, and a 
morphism is a PL map of pairs. 
There is a smash product in ~,  defined by 
AAB=(A l ×B l,A1 ×Bo U Ao×B1). 
Let D be any PL disc, and let E be the pair (D, OD). Then EAA is the suspension 
SDA of A with respect o the disc D. The suspension functors So : ~ ~ satisfy 
SDSD,=SD×D,, and a specific isomorphism So=S o, is equivalent o an isomor- 
phism D = D'. 
Our aim is to construct a category of stable polyhedra by taking a colimit with 
respect o suspensions. 
1.1. Definition. A reference system ~ consists of the following data: 
(i) A partially-ordered set 6r 0, having an initial object 0 and containing a 
cofinal infinite subsequence; 
(ii) For each i ~ ~0, a copy ~i of the category ~'; 
(iii) For each pair i_<j in J0, a suspension functor SO : ~i ~ ~j; 
(iv) For each triple i<_j<_k in ~r 0, a natural isomorphism Oij~:SjgSt/=Sik. 
s,, 
Si k ) ~k  
It is required that Sii = 1, that S(/be a non-trivial suspension when i<j ,  that Oit/ 
and Oiij be the identity transformation on Sij = SijSii = SjySij, and that the following 
diagram should commute: 
Skt~k 
s tsjkst/ ' SktSik 
o si I loi 
Out 
Sj, Sij 'Si, 
1.2. Examples. (i) The simplest reference system is the standard system of  in which 
of 0 is the ordered set N of non-negative integers, St/is suspension by the cube I j -  i, 
and Oijk is induced by the standard homeomorphism I ~ - j  × I j -  i = i k- ( 
(ii) The product of two reference systems ~" and ,~' is defined as follows: The set 
(~x  ~r') 0 is ~0 × ~o with the product ordering, the functor Sti ' i')(j,j') is suspension 
by the product of the discs corresponding to St/ and to Srj,, and the natural 
transformations are constructed similarly. 
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Each reference system yields a category of stable polyhedra, as we shall show. It 
is necessary to compare the categories arising from different systems. We prepare 
for this by showing that the reference systems are the objects of a simplicial 
category. To describe the morphisms, we introduce more suspensions. 
Let K be a compact polyhedron, E a PL disc bundle over K, and aE its boundary 
sphere bundle. Then smash product with the pair (E, aE) defines a functor 
SE : ~--* ~ which we call a K-parametrized suspension. If F is another disc bundle 
over K, then an isomorphism of functors Se ~ Sp is equivalent to a PL homeomor- 
phism (E, aE)--(F, OF); but from now on we consider only those isomorphisms of 
functors which correspond to bundle isomorphisms E-~ F. If G is a disc bundle over 
a polyhedron L, then SFSG=SF×G, where F× G is the product bundle over K×L. 
1.3. Definition. Let g,  aq be reference systems, and K a compact polyhedron. A K- 
parametrized morphism Y:g--*aq consists of the following data: 
(i) A partial ordering on go Uaq0, which induces the given orderings on go and 
Jo ,  and in which 0 ego is initial and aq0 cofinal; 
(ii) For each pair i<_j with i e go, J eaq0, a K-parametrized suspension functor 
Sij : ~i  --~,-~j ; 
(iii) For each triple i <_ r_<j with i ~ go, r ~ go tlJ0, J ~aq0, a natural isomorphism 
Oirj : SrjSir'  So. 
It is required that S00 be suspension by the trivial 0-disc bundle over K, and that 
the relations formally identical with those in Definition 1.1 should hold. 
1.4. Remarks. (i) As is usual with ind-systems, the data determining a morphism are 
highly redundant. We identify two morphisms if one is obtained from the other by 
omitting certain suspensions and isomorphisms. We also identify morphisms if their 
suspension functors are coherently isomorphic. 
(ii) Morphisms can evidently be composed. Therefore we obtain a category of 
reference systems by using morphisms parametrized by a point. In this category, 
every reference system is isomorphic to the standard system of Example 1.2(i), as 
one sees by choosing a cofinal subsequence: but the isomorphism is not unique. 
(iii) By using morphisms parametrized by simplices, we endow each Hom(g , J )  
with a simplicial structure, and the category of reference systems becomes a 
simplicial category. The key result is that Hom(g, aq) is always a contractible Kan 
complex. 
1.5. Theorem. I f  g andaq are reference systems, then Hom(g, J )  is contractible. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that, for every pair (K, L) of polyhedra, each L- 
parametrized morphism in Hom(g, oq) extends to a K-parametrized morphism. 
After replacing and~ r by isomorphic systems, if necessary, we can assume that 
both the ordered sets '90 and ~r 0 are isomorphic to the non-negative integers N. 
Given an L-parametrized morphism ~ : g~r ,  we extend it to a K-parametrized 
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morphism ~ as follows. Using induction on/~ ~0-- N, we identify a certain minimal 
j ( i )  6aqo for which we can construct the required K-parametrized suspension Si, j(i), 
and we give a natural isomorphism ~o • Si, j( i)Si_ 1, i ~ Sj( i -  I),j(oS~ - l,j(i- 1)" Then the 
rest of the structure of ~ is forced: the necessary suspensions are compositions 
Sj(i),jSi, j(i), and the natural isomorphisms are composed from ~0's and identities. 
The induction begins with i=0, where we take j(0)= 0 and S0,j(0) to be suspen- 
sion by the trivial 0-disc bundle. For the inductive step, assume we already have 
j ( i -1 )  and an extension Si-1,i(i-1) of the given L-parametrized suspension 
~i -  1 -'~ ~ j ( i -  1)- Let ,-~i- 1, j ( i -  I) be suspension by the disc bundle E i_  1 over K, and let 
Si - l , i  be suspension by the disc Di. There exists r> j ( i -1 )  in oq'0 such that y 
specifies an L-parametrized suspension Sir : ~'i ~ ~r and a natural isomorphism 
O- 1 Oi- 1, i, r" Sir S i -  1, i ~- Sj( i -  1), r S i -  1,j(i- 1)" i -  1, j( i -  1), r 
If Sir is suspension by the bundle Fr over L, and Sj( i_ 1), r is suspension by the disc 
D r, then this corresponds to a bundle isomorphism 
Fr×Di '~Dr× (Ei_ I ]L); 
that is, to a reduction of the bundle DrXE i_ 1 over L which splits off a factor O i . 
If r is sufficiently large, there is no obstruction to extending this to a reduction of 
the bundle DrXE i_  1 over K: this follows from a theorem of Haefliger and Wall 
[7], proved using smoothing theory, which states that the homotopy groups of the 
automorphisms of the PL n-disc stabilize as n increases. Let j ( i )  be the smallest 
value of r for which the reduction extends. Then there is an isomorphism of bundles 
over K 
~'j(i) x Oi~. Dj(i) >( Ei_ l 
where ~(i)is an extension to K of the bundle Fj(i). Let Si, j(i) be suspension by Fj(i). 
The above isomorphism gives 
Si, j(i)Si - 1, i ~" Sj(i-1), j( i)Si - l , j( i -1) 
which completes the induction. Therefore the extension ~ exists, and the theorem 
is proved. [] 
2. Stable polyhedra and sheaves 
We take a reference system ~, which will be fixed throughout this section. 
2.1. Definition. The category of stable polyhedra ~(,~) associated with ~ is the co- 
limit of ~,  where J is considered as a diagram of categories, functors, and coherent 
natural transformations. 
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We make this explicit. The objects of ~(~)  are the objects of the various 
categories ~i in the diagram ~, considered as disjoint: so a stable polyhedron is 
written 
A =(A;i) 
where A = (A l, Ao) is a polyhedral pair, and i ~ g0- (One thinks of (A; i) as the for- 
mal desuspension of the pair A by the disc associated with Sol.) The morphisms in 
~(~) ,  which we call stable PL maps, are given by 
Hom~(~) (A, B) = colimk e Yo Hom(SikA, SjkB) 
when A = (A ;i) and B = (B;j). 
A stable PL map f :A~B therefore can be represented by a map 
fk : Sik A --' SjkB for any sufficiently large k e ~o. If Sik and Sik are suspensions by 
the discs Dik and Djk respectively, then fk is a PL map 
fk : (Dik xA1,  Dik xA013 ODik xAI) ~ (Djk X B1, Djk xB0 LI ODjk xBl). 
We call f an embedding if one (and hence every) representative f~ is injective, 
and we call it a strict embedding if, in addition, the inverse image of 
Djk × Bo U ODjk × B 1 under fk is Dik x A o U ODik × A 1. 
A stable subpolyhedron of A is an isomorphism class of strict embeddings of 
stable polyhedra into A. The stable subpolyhedra of A form a distributive lattice. 
The category ~(~)  is too small for the purposes of homotopy theory: it is a 
category of finite spectra, like the category #s of [21]. We enlarge it by passing 
from o~(,.a) to a category of sheaves of sets on ~(~) .  First we require a topology 
on ~(~) ,  in the sense of Grothendieck. 
2.2. Definition. Suppose given a finite family of embeddings Fj:Bj--.A into a 
stable polyhedron A. Then there exists an isomorphic family Fj" : B )~ A'  lying en- 
tirely in ~i for some ied0:  that is, Bj=(B);i), A'=(A'; i) ,  and each F/' is 
represented by a PL map f j :B j~ A'. We say that the original finite family {Fj} is 
! I / g l / a covering of A if Ujfj(Bj, I)=A, and Ujfj(Bj, o)=A o. Since this property is in- 
variant under suspension, it is independent of the choice of {F}} within the 
isomorphism class. 
We note that the embeddings in a covering are not required to be strict. 
It is not difficult to check that this definition of covering does give a topology 
on ~(~) .  (The verification requires the existence of certain fibre products of finite 
polyhedra. For this reason, it would not be possible to use CW complexes instead.) 
2.3. Definition. A spectral sheaf is a cofunctor q~ from ,~(~) to the category Sets, 
of based sets, such that 
(i) • is a sheaf for the topology defined above; that is, whenever {Fj : Bj--, A } 
is a covering, the induced sequence 
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represents #(A) as the difference kernel of the two maps on the right, which are 
induced by projections from the fibre product; 
(ii) q~(A)--0 whenever the stable polyhedron .4 is such that A 1 =A 0. 
The second condition ensures that the subspace A 0 in A -- ((A 1, A0); i) is regarded 
trivially by #. 
The category ~(~¢) of  spectral sheaves associated with the reference system ~¢ has 
spectral sheaves as objects and natural transformations a morphisms. 
2.4. Corollary. (i) For any polyhedron A = ((A 1, Ao); i) there bs an &omorphb~m 
q~((A i, Ao); i) -- ker[q~((A 1,0); i) ~ q~((Ao, 0); i)]. 
(ii) I f  B is a full subpolyhedron of  A in the sense that B l UA o =Al ,  then 
~(A)~. cP(B). 
Proof. (i) This results from applying the sheaf axioms to the covering of A by the 
embeddings of ((A l, 0); i) and ((A 0, A0); i). 
(ii) This follows when one covers A by B and ((A o, A0); i). [] 
2.5. Sheafification 
As usual, for every cofunctor ~ : ~' (5)  --' Sets, there is a natural transformation 
~--, ~-  which is universal (initial) among natural transformations from ~ into 
spectral sheaves. To construct ~v-, one first replaces ~ by ~',  where 
~'(A) = coker[~((Al, A1); i) --, ~((A 1, A0); i)], 
so that ~'  satisfies Definition 2.3(ii). Then ~-  is obtained by applying the stan- 
dard categorical sheafification procedure to ~' .  Explicitly, therefore, an element of 
~-(A)  is an equivalence class of compatible families of elements xi~ ~P(Ui), where 
{ U;} is a covering of the stable polyhedron A and compatibility means that xi and 
xj have the same image in ~P'(Ui ×A Uj). 
As a first example, we take representable cofunctors. Given a stable polyhedron 
A, the cofunctor Homa*ta)(-, A) which it represents i unbased and does not satisfy 
Definition 2.3(ii). We apply the procedure just described, and obtain a spectral 
sheaf which we denote A - .  Thus we have a functor - : ~(5)  ~ ff'(~¢) by means of 
which we shall regard stable polyhedra s spectral sheaves. The imposition of the 
condition in Definition 2.3(ii) unfortunately means that this functor is neither 
faithful nor full. That matters little in practice. The usual relation 
Hom~(~)(A-, ~)~ ~(A) 
holds for any spectral sheaf q~, as follows from Yoneda's lemma and the universal 
property of A - .  
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2.6. Limits and colimits & ff'(~) 
The limit lim ¢,z of any diagram { q~ }4 ~ A of spectral sheaves (indexed by a small 
category A) exists in 6°(~). It is calculated object-wise; that is, 
(lim q~a)(A) = lim(q~(A)) 
where the limit on the right is taken in the category of based sets. In particular, the 
product sheaf I-[ ~ is constructed so. 
The colimit colim ~z also exists. The object-wise colimit, which is the colimit in 
the category of cofunctors, is not in general a sheaf. Its sheafification is the colimit 
in Se6¢ ). If the indexing category A is cofiltering, the object-wise colimit is already 
a sheaf. 
The categorical sum or wedge Vq~z is a particular colimit. The objectwise sum, 
whose value at A is the union with basepoints identified of the cbz(A), is a subfunc- 
tor of the product sheaf 1-I q~. Therefore its sheafification is a subsheaf of the pro- 
duct, and we have V q~z C [[ q~. 
2.7. Attaching pairs of  stable polyhedra to sheaves 
Let B be a stable subpolyhedron of A (Definition 2.1). The strictness of the inclu- 
sion BCA implies that B-  is a subsheaf of A - .  If q~ is a spectral sheaf, then any 
element x e ~(B) defines a sheaf map x :B-~ q~ by Subsection 2.5. We can 
therefore define a new sheaf ~ UxA by the cocartesian square 
X 
B-  ~tjb 
N A 
A-  , ~ UxA 
This procedure is called attaching A to ¢~ by the element x e ~(B). We note that the 
resulting sheaf contains ~ as a subsheaf. 
More generally, given an arbitrary family of stable polyhedra Aa, each with a 
specified subpolyhedron B~ and an element xt e ¢~(B~), we can define a new sheaf 
• UTx~} {A~} by means of the cocartesian square 
{x~} 
n 
VA - , 
2.8. Polycomplexes 
We now introduce the spectral sheaves which are the analogues of CW complexes. 
A spectral sheaf is a polycomplex if it is the union of an increasing sequence of sub- 
sheaves 
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0= ~[0]C ~ b[llC -'- c~[n Ic  q b[n+l]C "'" 
(called a decomposition of ~ = U,,_>0 ~[nl) such that each ~[n] is isomorphic to the 
result of attaching a certain family of stable polyhedra {A,~} to ~I,,-11 along sub- 
polyhedra {B;~} by means of elements x~e ¢,i"-ll(B~). A polycomplex generally 
has many different decompositions. 
If A is a stable polyhedron, then A-  is a polycomplex. 
There is a relative notion. A pair (¢~, ~r0 consisting of a spectral sheaf • and a 
subsheaf 7' is a relative polycomplex if • is the union of an ascending sequence of 
subsheaves ~[n] (a relative decomposition) such that ~I01= 7' and ¢~[n] is the result 
of attaching stable polyhedra to ~[n-11 for all n>0. 
The length of a decomposition or relative decomposition as above is defined to 
be the smallest value of n such that ~[n]= ~, if this exists, and 09 otherwise. It is 
needed in inductive arguments. 
3. Elementary homotopy theory and the model category structure 
We shall define fibrations, cofibrations and weak equivalences in 9, then develop 
just sufficient homotopy theory to show that we have a closed model category and 
to prepare for the proof that the associated homotopy category is equivalent to the 
stable homotopy categories of Boardman [4, 21] and Kan [9]. From that point on- 
ward, we can import a vast number of results from established theory. 
The category ~(~)  of stable polyhedra constructed from any reference system 
is equivalent to that constructed from the standard system o*{ described in Example 
1.2(i), because ~,~'d and ~ have identical cofinal subsystems. The topologies on ~(o*d) 
and ~(M) agree, so ~(o¢) and ~(M) are equivalent. In the present section it 
therefore suffices to consider only ~(~)  and ~(~) ,  which we denote by ~ and 
respectively. 
3.1. Homotopy classes 
Let A -- (A; n) be a stable polyhedron. If k is an integer, the kth suspension SkA 
denotes (AA(Ik+m, oIk+m);n+m) for any value of m making k+m and n+m 
positive: these objects are all canonically isomorphic. The cylinder A hi  is the stable 
polyhedron (A ^ (I, O); n); it contains A ^ {0} and A ^ { 1}, each isomorphic to A, as 
subpolyhedra. 
Let ¢, be a spectral sheaf. We say that x, y ¢ #(A) are homotopic if there exists 
h e ¢~(A h i )  such that h I A ^ {0} is x and h I A ^ { 1 } is y. Homotopy is an equivalence 
relation: to prove transitivity, one uses the sheaf axiom Definition 2.30) for the 
covering of AAI by A^[0, ½] and AA[½, 1]. The set of homotopy classes forms a 
group under track addition, because one can replace A by the isomorphic stable 
polyhedron (A^(/, 0I); n + 1) and use the coordinate so introduced to add classes. 
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The group structure is unique, natural and abelian as usual. 
We denote the group of homotopy classes by [A, ~]. We also 
[,4, ~]k = [ SkA, ~], and call this the group of homotopy classes of degree k. 
set 
3.2. The exact sequence of  a pair 
Let A be a stable polyhedron and B a subpolyhedron. By replacing them with 
isomorphic objects if necessary, we may assume that A=((Ai ,  Ao);n), 
B=((B1, Bo);n) and that (A1, Ao)D(B1, Bo). We define the quotient stable 
polyhedron A /B  to be ((A~, B1 U Ao);n). The inclusion gives a natural stable map 
A ~A/B .  
For any spectral sheaf ~, there is an exact triangle of graded abelian groups 
[A, ~] ,  ' [B, ~] ,  
[A/B, ~1 * 
in which 0 has -1  and the other homomorphisms are induced by the maps 
B~A ~A/B .  
We shall define 0. Suppose ~ e [B, ~lk. Using suspensions to shift dimensions, 
we may assume that k=0.  Then ~ can be represented by an element 
x e 0~(BA(I, OI); n + 1). Since x is trivial on (B x OI; n + 1), it extends uniquely by the 
sheaf axiom to an element 
e ~((A 1 x {0} U (BI U A0) × I; A 1 X {0} U A0 x [U BI x OI); n + 1). 
Let r be a PL retraction of A1 x I  onto AI x {0} U (B1UA0)xI .  The induced ele- 
ment ~(r).~ vanishes on (B1 U A0) x { 1 }, so its restriction to A A { 1 } determines an 
element of ~((A1, B1UA0);n+ 1). We define 0~ to be the homotopy class of this 
element. 
Exactness of the triangle is proved by means of a precise analogue of the usual 
argument. We leave the details to the reader. 
3.3. The exact sequence of  the fibre 
Let a : • -~ ~ be a map of spectral sheaves. The homotopy-theoretic fibre of a 
is the sheaf Aa defined by 
A~(A)= {(x, z)e ~(A)x  ~(AAI):  Z is a homotopy from 0 to a(x)}. 
There is a map of sheaves Aa : A a -~ • given by (Aa)(x, z) = x. 
One can regard an element z e ~(SA) as a homotopy from 0 to 0. Hence there 
is a natural transformation z ~ (0, z) from ~(SA) to A~(A) which provides the 
third homomorphism in an exact triangle 
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IA, 4 ] ,  , [.4, 
[A, A~I, 
where ~5 has degree -1 .  The details are left to the reader. 
3.4. Hornotopy groups 
The mth homotopy group of a sheaf 4 is defined by 
~Zm4=[zt, 4]m (m~Z) 
where n =((•0, 0);0) is the one-point stable polyhedron. The exact sequences of 
pairs and maps are special cases of Subsection 3.3. 
3.5. Weak homotopy equivalences 
A map a : 4 -~ ~ of spectral sheaves is a weak homotopy equivalence if any of 
the following equivalent conditions holds: 
(i) a ,  : [A, 4] ~ [A, ~ is an isomorphism for all stable polyhedra A. 
(ii) [A, A~] ~-0 for all stable polyhedra A. 
(iii) a ,  : r~m 4 --" zt m ~ is an isomorphism for all m ~ Z. 
(iv) nmA ~-~ 0 for all m e Z. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii), like that of (iii) and (iv), is an immediate consequence 
of Subsection 3.3. On the other hand, (ii) evidently implies (iv). Finally, (iv) implies 
(ii) by an induction on the number of simplices in A 1 -A  0 in some triangulation, 
using Subsection 3.2. 
3.6. The homotopy category Ho SP 
We define the homotopy category of spectral sheaves to be the localization of Se 
with respect o the class of weak equivalences, and we denote it by Ho ~. We shall 
show in Proposition 3.18 that this category is additive. 
3.7. Lifting properties, fibrations and cofibrations 
Let f :  A --*B and g : C~D be morphisms in some category. We recall from [15] 
the following definition: suppose that every commutative square 
A 'C  
B 'D  
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in the category can be completed to a commutative diagram containing a morphism 
(shown dotted) B--, C. Then f is said to have the left lifting property with respect 
to g, and g to have the right lifting property with respect o f. 
We make the following definitions in the category ~. 
A map of sheaves a : ¢~ ~ ~ is a fibration if it has the right lifting property with 
respect o the inclusion (A ^  {0})- C (A AI)-  for every stable polyhedron A. Other- 
wise stated, the condition is that one should be able to lift any element y e ~(A AI) 
to an element of ¢)(A ^ I ) ,  starting at any giving lifting of y ] (A ^  {0}). The map is 
an acyclic fibration if it is both a fibration and a weak equivalence. 
A map of sheaves is a cofibration if it has the left lifting property with respect 
to all acyclic fibrations. It is an acyclic cofibration if it is both a cofibration and 
a weak equivalence. 
3.8. Quillen's model category axioms 
In the course of the next few sections we prove that SP, with the selected classes 
of weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations, satisfies the axioms 
(CM1)-(CM5) of [15], and is therefore a closed model category for homotopy 
theory. 
(CM1) ~ has finite limits and colimits. 
This (and more) was established in Subsection 2.6. 
(CM2) I f  ~b , ~P , X are maps of  sheaves, and any two of  a, fl,-afl are 
weak equivalences, then so is the third. 
This follows immediately from Subsection 3.5, condition (i). 
(CM3) Any retract of  a weak equivalence (resp. fibration, resp. cofibration) is 
a weak equivalence (resp. fibration, resp. cofibration). 
For weak equivalences, this follows from Subsection 3.5, condition (i). The other 
cases hold because fibrations and cofibrations are defined by means of lifting pro- 
perties. 
(CM4) A commutative square 
~ - - - - - - -*  X 
in ~ can be completed to a commutative diagram containing a map ~--, X in either 
of  the following cases: 
(i) i f  t is a cofibration and rc is an acyclic fibration, 
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(ii) i f  l ~S an acyclic cofibration and n is a fibration. 
In fact, (i) holds by definition of cofibration. We complete the proof of (ii) in 
Subsection 3.15 below. 
(CM5) Any morphism in S ° can be factored as 711 where ~ & a fibration and l 
is a cofibration. The factorization can be chosen so that either 7[ or 1 is a weak 
equivalence. 
For the proofs of (CM4)(ii) and (CM5) some lemmas are required. The proofs are 
very similar to those used in the theory of CW complexes. 
3.9. Lemma (Homotopy extension lifting theorem). Let B be a stable subpolyhedron 
o f  A,  and let 7[" (b --, ~ be a fibration. Then any lifting problem 
(BA IUA^{O}) -  , ¢P 
(AAI)- , 
has a solution. 
Proof. In the special case when A = ((A k, 0);n) and B= ((OA k, ff);n), the result 
follows from the definition of fibration and the existence of a PL homeomorphism 
(dk×L OAkx IUAkx  {0})=(dkx/ ,  Ak× {0}). Then the result in general follows 
by induction on the number of simplices in a triangulation of A and B. [] 
3.10. Proposition. Let B be a stable subpolyhedron o f  A,  with inclusion map 
l" B-~ A.  Let ~ " q~ ~ ~P be a fibration, and let [t, rr], denote the abelian group o f  
homotopy classes o f  lifting problems 
SnB , 
S 'A  , 
Then there is an exact triangle o f  graded abelian groups 
[l, 7[], 
J 
' [A /B ,  A~], 
[A, $1, 
in which ( relates a morphism SnA ~ ~b to the corresponding lifting problem, e is 
induced by composition with the natural maps, and J has degree -1 .  
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Proof. We describe J. Without real loss of generality we can begin with an element 
~e[/,r~] 1, which can be represented by a pair (x,y)~O(BAI)×~(AAI) such 
that x and y are trivial on BA8I and AAOI respectively, and n(x)=yl(BAI ).
We use the sheaf axiom to extend x trivially over Ao×IUAI×cgI, obtaining 
2~ O((B1 UAo)x lUA1 xOI). 
The standard deformation retraction of (B1 U A0) x I onto (BI U A0) x {0} ex- 
tends to a PL homotopy (rel. Al x {0}) of (B1UA0)x lUA1 x OI in itself, then to 
a homotopy of A I× I  in itself. This homotopy ends with a map F from 
(AI, B~ UA0)A(I, aI) to itself: let f denote F[A^{1}.  
The pair (O(f)(£'), ~(F)(y)) represents an element of At(A/B), whose 
homotopy class we define to be J( .  
The verification of exactness i  an exercise in standard methods of homotopy 
theory. [] 
3.11. Lemma. Any strict embedding t : BCA of  stable polyhedra is a cofibration in 
Se. 
Proof. If it is any acyclic fibration, then [A/B, A~] .=0 by Subsection 3.5, condi- 
tion (ii). So, by the exact triangle of Proposition 3.10, every lifting problem l--" rt 
is homotopic to one with a solution, and is therefore itself soluble by Lemma 3.9. 
Hence 1 is a cofibration. [] 
3.12. Proof of (CM5) 
Let a : • - ,  ~ be a morphism in Se. We prove that a = 7t1 where n is a fibration, 
1 a cofibration, and zt (resp. 1) a weak equivalence. 





with r a strict embedding in ~ (resp. an embedding of the form BA{0} CBAI )  we 
attach a copy of A to • along x" B-  --, O. Let o l l l= • O{xa} {Aa} be the resulting 
sheaf, and Ct [1] : otll ~ ~ the natural extension of a defined by the maps ya. We 
then define recursively 
t~in] __ t~in-11[11 : olnl= ~[n-ll[ll ~ ~.¢, 
= ¢[nl, a[o~l Un~_ - 1 ain]" and finally O[a,] Un~.l = 
Now each x -  is a cofibration in ~ by Lemma 3.11, so O in-1] C t~ In] is  a cofibra- 
tion by cobase chahge. Since • [°1= ¢i and Oia'l=colimn<o~ • [hI, we have that 
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t/i C ~bItol is a cofibration, which we take as ~. Also, a ['°1 is a fibration by the small 
object argument [14, II, 3.4]. We choose ~z =t t  [a~l. 
It remains to be shown that u t~°] (resp. t: ~C~ ['°1) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. We treat the two cases separately. 
In the first case, ~[nl is obtained from ~[n-1] by attaching pairs corresponding 
to lifting problems x-~ a [n-l] where x :B-~A is any strict embedding. By the 
small object argument, any lifting problem x -~ a ['°] for such x is soluble. It 
follows by Subsection 3.5, condition (i) that tt t~°l is a weak equivalence. 
In the second case, ¢~tnl is obtained from ~[,,-11 by attaching pairs BA{0} CBAI ,  
which are deformation retracts. Thus qi is a deformation retract of ~/i[n]. By the 
usual colimit argument, l : • ~ q~[o~] is a weak equivalence. 
Therefore in each case a = nt is the required factorization. We note for future 
reference that the map ~ is a relative polycomplex. [] 
3.13. Corollary. A map t¢ : • ~ ~ of  spectral sheaves is a cofibration if and only 
i f  it is a retract o f  a relative polycomplex. Further, the retraction can be chosen to 
be the identity on ~. 
In particular, an object of  if' is cofibrant if  and only i f  it is a retract of  a 
polycomplex. 
Proof .  A relative polycomplex (see Subsection 2.8) is a cofibration by Lemma 3.11, 
cobase change, and passage to the colimit. So by (CM3) a retract of a relative 
polycomplex is a cofibration. 
For the converse, assume that x is a cofibration. By the remark at the end of 
Subsection 3.12, x -  m where t is a relative polycomplex and n is an acyclic fibra- 
tion. By (CM4)(i) we can find a lifting in the square 
i ~b , ¢iico] 
1 
This lifting is the required retraction. 
For the last statement, it suffices to recall that an object is called cofibrant if its 
map from the initial object is a cofibration. [] 
3.14. Corollary. A map x : ¢~ ~ ~P of  spectral sheaves is an acyclic cofibration if and 
only i f  it is a retract o f  a relative polycomplex in which all o f  the attached polyhedral 
pairs are of  the form BA {0} CBAI.  
Proof .  The condition is sufficient by the cobase change, colimit and retraction 
arguments already used. 
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To prove necessity, we factorize x = nt as in the second case of Subsection 3.12. 
Thus l is a relative polycomplex of the required form, and n is a fibration. By 
(CM2), n is an acyclic fibration, so by (CM4)(i) the lifting in the square exists as 
in Corollary 3.13, and so x is a retract of t. [] 
3.15. Proof of  (CM4)(ii) 
We are given a commutative square in 
~X 
~u ,#2 
where t is an acyclic cofibration and n is a fibration. If t happens to be a relative 
polycomplex in which all the attached pairs are of the form BA{0} CBA1, then a 
lifting exists by definition of fibration together with cobase change and passage to 
the colimit. In the general case, the result now follows by Corollary 3.14. [] 
We have now completed the proof that 5 ° is a closed model category. 
3.16. Calculation of Ho ~ by right fractions 
Every object of the model category ~ is fibrant; that is, ~ --, 0 is always a fibra- 
tion. (In this respect, as in some others, ~ resembles the category of topological 
spaces rather than that of simplicial sets.) By the results of [14, I, §1], this implies 
that the set of morphisms Horatio ~(¢i, ~), which we shall denote by [~b, ~], can 
be obtained by a calculus of right fractions [6] of a particularly simple kind. 
Let e : ~'--, • be a cofibrant resolution of #i, that is, a weak equivalence such that 
¢ '  is cofibrant. Then the general theory cited shows that [~, ~] is isomorphic to 
the set of left homotopy classes of maps from ~'  to ~. As O' is cofibrant, it follows 
from Corollary 3.13 that O' x I -  is a cylinder object for ~ ' .  Therefore, two maps 
in ~ from ~b' to ~ represent the same class in [~, ~] if and only if they are the two 
ends of a map ~'  x I -  ~ ~. 
If A is a stable polyhedron, then A is cofibrant. Hence the notation just introduc- 
ed for homotopy classes is consistent with that of Subsection 3.1. 
3.17. Lemma. The standard map from the sum to the product 
x :~V~-*¢x~ 
is a weak equivalence for any spectral sheaves ¢~ and ~. 
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Proof. We need to show that the induced homomorphism [A, • v 7'] -* [A, • x 7"] 
is an isomorphism for any stable polyhedron A = (A; n). First we replace .4 by the 
isomorphic object .4' =(A ^ (I, aI); n + 1). Any element of [.4 ', # × 7"] is represented 
by a pair (x, y) e #(.4 ') × 7"(.4 '). By an explici t_deformation, we can arrange that x 
and y are trivial on (A ^  [0, ½]; n + 1) and (A A [½, 1 ]; n + 1) respectively. Then (x, y) 
is in the image of (# v 7")(A'), so the homomorphism is surjective. A similar opera- 
tion on homotopies proves injectivity. [] 
3.18. Proposition. The category Ho So/s additive. 
Proof. It suffices to show that finite sums and finite products exist in Ho S¢ and are 
equivalent. 
The product of spectral sheaves (Subsection 2.6) is a product in Ho S a, as one sees 
immediately by calculating homotopy classes as in Subsection 3.16. This implies that 
the product respects weak equivalences. The wedge sum (Subsection 2.6) respects 
them also: this follows from Lemma 3.17 for finite sums, and in general by passage 
to the colimit. Therefore, in order to prove that the wedge is a sum in Ho ~, it suf- 
fices to consider the case when all the summands are cofibrant. But in that case one 
verifies it immediately by computing homotopy classes as in Subsection 3.16. 
Now Lemma 3.17 gives the required equivalence of finite sums and products. [] 
As always, the additive structure is unique. 
3.19. The graded homotopy category 
We extend the notation of Subsection 3.16 as follows: If • and 7" are spectral 
sheaves, let [~, 7"]n denote [~/i, 12 n 7"] where f2 n 7" is the nth loop or desuspension 
sheaf defined by (f2 n 7")(A) = 7"(SnA). The integer n may be positive, negative or 
zero. 
The graded abelian groups so defined are the morphisms of the graded homotopy 
category of spectral sheaves. This is a triangulated category in the sense of Puppe 
[13] and Verdier [20], as follows from work of Boardman [4] as soon as we have 
proved in the next section that our homotopy category is equivalent to his. 
4. Equivalence of Ho ~ with other stable homotopy categories 
Let ~ denote Boardman's category of CW spectra [4, 21]. The homotopy 
category Ho ~ is equivalent to the homotopy category of semisimplicial spectra [9]. 
We show that Ho ~ is equivalent to Ho ~.  As in Section 3, we may without loss 
of generality use the standard reference system of. 
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4.1. The singular functor Z:  ~ --* 
A stable polyhedron (A;n) determines a finite CW spectrum s-n(Zl/Ao) in a 
functorial fashion. Let X be any CW spectrum. The singular spectral sheaf ZX  of 
X is defined by 
(ZX)(A; n) = Homx(S-'(A1/A0), X). 
It is a sheaf for the topology of Definition 2.2, and 27 : ~? --, ~ is  a functor. Further, 
the definition implies that 7tn(27X ) -~ ZtnX. Therefore ~r carries weak equivalences 
into weak equivalences, and induces a functor Ho Z': Ho ~ ~ Ho St'. 
4.2. The realization functor R : Se~ 
Let q~ be a spectral sheaf. For each n > 0 there is a simplicial set r n • whose k- 
simplices form the set q~(Ak;n) and whose face and degeneracy functions are in- 
duced by the standard maps among simplices. Let Ir, l be its non-reduced 
geometric realization, which is an infinite simplicial complex, and Ir, q~l' the reduc- 
ed realization. The standard triangulation of A k × 1 by k + 1 simplices of dimension 
k+ 1 yields a PL map Iro l x I~ Ir.+, l which passes to the quotient o give a 
cellular map S]r, ~1 '~ Irn+l~['. Let R~ be the mapping telescope of the resulting 
sequence of CW spectra 
Ir0~l' ~ S-1]r, ~l'-~ ... ~ S-ntrn ~1"--* ... 
4.3. Lemma. 7tilrn~[-~nilr,~l' ~Tri_n~ if i>_O, and l t iR~=lti~ for all i. 
Proof. The simplicial set r,,q~ satisfies Kan's extension condition, because A k 
always retracts in the PL category to the union of all faces but one. (We observe 
that the sheaf axiom is being used here to assemble compatible faces.) Hence the 
homotopy groups 7£i[r n (111 ~ 7[i[r n ~[Jl' can be calculated combinatorially: they are the 
equivalence classes of i-simplices of r n ~P having all faces at the basepoint. Accor- 
ding to the definitions of Section 3 that is just zti_,,~, since ((A i, 3di);n) is an 
(i-n)-sphere in ~(o~). 
The isomorphism lt i(R~)~Tti~ follows, because ni(R~b)-~colimn rti+n[rnrPl'. [] 
4.4. Theorem. The functors 27 and R induce mutually inverse equivalences o f  
categories between Ho ~ and Ho ~. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, R : ~-~ ~ preserves weak equivalences and therefore induces 
a functor HoR:Ho~- - ,Ho~.  We have already noted that 27 induces 
HoZ': Ho ~ Ho if'. 
The usual construction gives adjunction maps S-" Ir,27XI '--} X which fit together 
to produce a natural map R27X~ X inducing the isomorphisms niREX-~ niZ, X~- 
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niX of Lemma 4.3 and Subsection 4.1. Hence the composite (Ho R)- (Ho X) is 
equivalent to the identity. 
In order to relate 27R to the identity, we introduce two auxiliary functors 
P, T :S  °~.  For any spectral sheaf q~, and any stable polyhedron 
A = ((A1, A0);j), let 
(Pq~)(A) = colimn Homa, (A, ((Jr n qi I , 0); n)), 
( Tqi)(A ) = colimn Hom~ (S -3 (,41/A o), S - n l r  n ~1'), 
where Hom~ denotes table PL maps, and the colimit is with respect o the maps 
induced by Iraqi ×I~ ]rn+ 1 q~[. There is a natural weak equivalence R~ T, by 
basic properties of the mapping telescope in ~.  The maps ]r n ~b] ~ ]r~ ~l '  induce a 
natural transformation P--, T, which is a weak equivalence by the simplicial approx- 
imation theorem. Therefore 
~£ i (Pqb ) -~ l~i( T~ ) ~ l r i ( , se  ~ ) ~- it i 
where the last isomorphism is given by Subsection 4.1 and Lemma 4.3. 
The construction of [rn ~1 yields a tautological element in ~(([rn qi 1, 0); n) (this set 
being defined as the limit over finite subcomplexes), giving a natural transformation 
P~I .  
The natural transformations .SR~T,--P---,1 induce the isomorphisms of 
homotopy groups shown above. Therefore they compose at the level of homotopy 
categories to give a natural isomorphism (Ho 2-'). (Ho R)-- 1. [] 
4.5. Corollary. The homotopy category of spectral sheaves i  equivalent to the stable 
homotopy categories of  Boardman and of Kan. 
Thus Ho S a inherits all the standard structure of Ho ~:  it is a triangulated 
category with Postnikov decompositions, the usual homology and cohomology 
theories, localization and completion functors. 
4.6. Sheafification and realization 
The realization Rq~ described in Subsection 4.2 exists for any cofunctor 
~b : ~ Sets, irrespective of whether it satisfies the sheaf axiom or not. One may 
ask how R¢~ and the simplicial sets rn~ are affected when ~b is replaced by its 
sheafification ¢~-. Theorem 4.9 below states that, provided that q~ vanishes on 
trivial objects ((A0, Ao);n), the effect is to replace the spectrum by a weakly 
equivalent Q-spectrum of Kan complexes. This sheds some light on the nature of 
sheafification. 
The proof requires two preliminary lemmas. The first concerns a construction 
similar to the Ex ~0 construction of Kan [8]. 
4.7. Lemma. Let Y be a simplicial set. Let Ex(Y) be the simplicial set in which a 
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k-simplex consists of  an ordered simplicial subdivision sd(A k) of the geometric 
simplex A k together with a simplicial map sd(A k)~ y. 
Then Ex(Y) is a Kan complex, and the natural inclusion YC Ex(Y) is a weak 
equivalence. 
Proof. This is an exercise in standard ideas of homotopy theory, and is left to the 
reader. The inclusion YCEx(Y) is a beautiful example of an anodyne extension 
[6]. [] 
For our investigation of the map rn~rn(~- ) ,  we need to introduce a 
sheafification in an unstable situation. Let ~ be the category of finite polyhedral 
pairs and PL maps. We consider cofunctors ~u: ~ Sets. such that ~(Al, A0)=0 
if A1 =A0. We denote by 'g^ the sheafification of ~ with respect o the topology 
in which a covering of A = (A l, A0) is a finite family of polyhedral sub-pairs 
(Bal, B,lo) such that ~a B,~ i =A i for i = 0, 1. 
4.8. Lemma. For any cofunctor ~e as above, let r~  be the simplicial set with 
(r~)k = ~P(A k, 0). Then the natural map YJ ~ ~'^ into the sheafification induces a 
weak equivalence r~ ~ r(~^). 
Proof .  A k-simplex of Ex(r~) consists of an ordered simplicial subdivision sd(A k) 
of A k together with a simplicial map sd(A k)__, rY-'. Such a map is equivalent to a 
compatible family of elements of ~(tr) as tr runs over the simplices of sd(A k), SO 
defines a k-simplex of ~pA(d k, ~). In this way the map r~ r (~  ^ ) extends to a map 
e : Ex(r~P) ~ r(~^). 







, r(~t A) 
The map f corresponds to a subdivision of A and a compatible family of elements 
of ~(tr) as tr runs over the simplices of this subdivision. Passing to a finer triangula- 
tion enables us to alter f by a vertical homotopy (over g) until the square admits 
a lifting B --, Ex(rT~). Therefore is a weak equivalence. Since r~C Ex(r7 ~) is a weak 
equivalence by Lemma 4.7, the lemma is proved. [] 
4.9. Theorem. Let  ~:~Sets .  be a cofunctor such that q~((Ai, Ao);n)=O 
whenever A1 =Ao, and let ~-  be its sheafification as defined in Subsection 2.5. 
Then rn(~-) is a Kan simplicial set o f  the homotopy type o f  colimq g2q(rn.q~), 
and the natural transformation ~b-, q~- induces a weak homotopy equivalence of 
CW spectra R • ~ R ~b- .
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Proof. We define cofunctors On " -~ ~ Sets, by the formula 
O.(A)= O(A;n). 
The relationship between the sheafification O- (in the sense of Subsection 2.5) and 
the sheafifications O. A (in the sense of this section) is expressed by the formula 
O- (A; n) -~ colimqOnA+q(A (I q, oIq)) 
whose validity follows from the definitions of the topologies involved. Therefore 
r ,(O-)  is the colimit of a sequence of Kan complexes: the qth of these has 
A k q A k qbn+q(A XI  , XOI q) as its set of k-simplices, and is homotopy equivalent to 
A g-2qr(qbAn+q) because r(O,+q) is a Kan complex. Hence 
rn( O-)  = colimq(g2q r(o An + q)) 
=colimq(g2qr(On+q)) by Lemma 4.8 
= colimq(f2 q r n + q 0). 
Since RO is the homotopy colimit of the spectra S-'lr~OI, it follows that 
RO--, RO-  induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups. [] 
5. Change of reference system 
We have already seen that different reference systems give equivalent categories 
of spectral sheaves. In this section we prove much more detailed statements which 
are needed for the theory of internal smash products and function spectra. 
Let 7 :#-~J  be a morphism of reference systems (as in Definition 1.3) para- 
metrized by a compact polyhedron K, and let L be a subpolyhedron of K. If i ~ 50 
and j e J0  satisfy i_<j, then 7 specifies a functor S U : ~i~ i --~ ,.~j, namely suspension by 
a PL disc bundle over K which we shall denote by E U. 
5.1. Definition. The induced functor 71K' L) : 60(#)__,~(~) of stable polyhedra is 
defined (up to unique natural isomorphism) by the formula 
yl K' L)(A;O=(AA(Eij, clEijU Eij [ L); j) 
where OE• is the sphere bundle bounding the PL disc bundle E/j over K, and Eij ]L 
is the induced disc bundle over L. 
We write ~,: for 71 r' L) when there is no danger of confusion, and especially when 
L is empty. 
5.2. Definition. The induced functor 7~K,L)" ~(~ r) --* ~(~)  of spectral sheaves is 
defined by 
(y K, = P(y,A) 
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for all A in ~(~¢), where y~ is the functor defined above. So y~)¢, L) preserves limits, 
and has a left adjoint which we denote yl K' l)" S° (~)~ ~( J ) .  Therefore 
Homa%c)(ylK, L)~, 7t) = Homa,(a)(q), ~'~K, L)~J)" 
When q~ is the spectral sheaf A -  represented by a stable polyhedron A, the set on 
the right-hand side is isomorphic to (Y~K, L)~)(A). Thus yl K' L)(A-)~ (y:A)-, so the 
new functor ~,I/¢' i) is an extension to sheaves of the functor of Definition 5.1. Once 
again, we often write simply y! for y~/¢, L) and y! for y~/¢' L)
5.3. Proposition. (i) The functor y" preserves fibrations and weak equivalences. We 
have the relation ~zn(y ~"~e) -- [Sn(K, L), ~t']. 
(ii) The functor ),! preserves cofibrations, and carries weak equivalences between 
cofibrant sheaves into weak equivalences. It also carries polycomplexes into 
polycomplexes. 
Proof. (i) Let a be a fibration. Then y 'a  has the right lifting property for 
(AA{O}) -c (AA I ) -  because a has the right lifting property for (y!AA{O})-C 
(y ,AAI) - .  
The definition of y! yields the stated expression for the homotopy groups. Then 
it follows from Subsection 3.5 that ~,: preserves weak equivalences. 
(ii) Cofibrations are maps which have the left lifting property with respect o 
acyclic fibrations. But y: preserves acyclic fibrations, as we have just shown. 
Therefore its left adjoint y! preserves cofibrations. 
Weak equivalences between cofibrant objects have homotopy inverses, by Subsec- 
tion 3.16. As ~,: preserves cylinder objects, it carries maps with homotopy inverses 
into homotopy equivalences. 
Finally, y: preserves colimits because it has a right adjoint. So if ~ is a 
polycomplex in which successive stages are built by attaching stable polyhedral pairs 
(Az, Bz), then y: • is a polycomplex in which the stages are built by attaching the 
pairs (y!A~, y!B~). [] 
By Proposition 5.3(i), ' Ytx, c) induces a functor Ho Y~'x, L)" Ho ~(og) "* Ho S°(~r). 
However, there appears to be no reason why yl r' L) should preserve general weak 
equivalences, o it does not directly induce a functor between homotopy categories. 
However, by Proposition 5.3(ii) and [14, 1§4, Corollary to Proposition 1], the left 
derived functor L~I r' L). Ho Se(~r) ~ Ho ~ ' ( J )  exists, and its value on a sheaf • is 
the value of yl x' L) on any cofibrant resolution of ~. (Similar derived functors oc- 
cur, under different names, in many similar situations in homotopy theory, so the 
need for one here is not surprising.) 
5.4. Corollary. The functors Ho Y~x, r) and Ly~ x' L) are exact, and are canonically 
adjoint to each other. 
Proof. This now follows from the general theory of model categories. We refer the 
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reader to [14, 1§4, Proposition 2 and Theorem 3]. [] 
Let (K', L ' )  be a polyhedral pair contained in (K, L). Then there is a natural 
transformation Y~r, L) ~ Y~K', t') induced by restriction, giving a natural transforma- 
tion yl K'' L')__, ylK, L) between the adjoints. 
5.5. Theorem. (i) Suppose that (K', L') is a deformation retract o f  (K, L ). Then 
T ~ ' Y(K,L)--" Y(K',L') and y}r,L ' )~ ylr, I) are weak equivalences. 
(ii) Let KDL  DM be a triple o f  compact polyhedra. Then, for  any sheaf ~, the 
! t ! 
sequence Y(K,L) ~ Y(X,M) ~--" Y(L,M) ~ is a fibration. When q~ is cofibrant, the se- 
quence y~t, m) ¢~ ~ y~x, M) ~ ~ y~r, L) ¢~ is a co fibration. 
Off) For the pair'(A i, OAi), the adjoint functors Ho Y~a',OA') and Lyl a`'°~) are 
equivalences of  categories, and zrn(Lyl a~, °A~) ~) ~- n~+i~b. 
Proof. (i) The result for y! follows from the calculation of 7tn(y! ~u) in Proposition 
5.30). Then the result for y, follows from the adjointness in Corollary 5.4. 
(ii) The homotopy extension property of Lemma 3.9 implies that 
! t ! 
Y('K, M) ~-'~ Y('L, M) ~ is a f ibrat ion.  Its fibre is Y('K, L) ~rs. 
The statement for y., is true when qi is the sheaf represented by a stable 
polyhedron. Since y~ preserves colimits, it is true when ~b is a polycomplex, by in- 
duction on length. By Corollary 3.13, every cofibrant sheaf is a retract of a 
polycomplex. Since a retract of one cofibration sequence is another, the result 
follows in general. 
(iii) First consider the case i = 0. Then the morphism y is parametrized by a point. 
The cofiltering condition imposed upon reference systems in Definition 1.1 implies 
that y, • ~(~)  -, ~(f l ' )  is an equivalence of categories which carries n-spheres into 
n-spheres. Coverings in the sense of Definition 2.2 correspond to coverings, so 
Y' "~(oq)~ ~o(~) is an equivalence too, and nn(y ! ~)= n,, ~. Therefore Ho y ! and 
its adjoint Ly: are equivalences which preserve homotopy groups. 
For i> 0, we extend this result by induction. We apply (ii) above to the triple 
(d i, aA i, Ai-1), where A i-1 is the union of all faces but one of A i. Since (i) implies 
that Y~.,t,, A i- ')  ~P is homotopically trivial, the fibration sequence tells us that 
As the suspension functor is an equivalence which shifts homotopy groups by one, 
this gives the necessary inductive step. [] 
Finally, we shall require the following observation concerning composite mor- 
phisms of reference systems. 
5.6. Proposition. Suppose that y" ~-~ ~ is K-parametrized and 8" ~-*aq is K'- 
parametrized, and that L C K, L'  C K'  are subpolyhedra. Then 
, , , , , L (ay)~x,L )^~K' ,v ) .  
y(X,t)O[X,,L,)=(Oy)iX, L)^(X,.t,) and 3(X'L ),,(X, )_ v! / !  - -  . 
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6. External function spectra and external smash products 
We shall require the following notation. Let ~ be the product of two reference 
systems ~'  and ~".  Let ~' ,  ~"  and ~ be the categories of stable polyhedra 
associated with ~ ', ~ " and ~,  and let Se', Se" and Se be the corresponding 
categories of spectral sheaves. 
Our aim is to define a pair of adjoint functors: a smash product Se' × Se"~ Seand 
a function spectrum functor (of mixed variance) Sex Se" ~ Se'. It turns out that these 
respect weak equivalences only when certain variables are cofibrant. Therefore we 
need their derived functors: at the level of homotopy categories, these are the exact 
analogues of the known functors of CW spectra. 
6.1. External funct ion spectra 
There is a product A :~ 'x~'" - ,~  of stable polyhedra, defined by 
(A ;d ' )A (B ;d" )  = (AAB; (d', d")) where A AB is the usual product of pairs. 
Let # be an object of Se, and ~an object of Se". We define the function spectrum 
~' to be the object of Se' which assigns to any stable polyhedron A in # '  the set 
of all natural transformations 
~v(_) --, ~(A A-) 
of cofunctors ~"~ Sets,. One verifies immediately that ~ '  is a sheaf. 
6.2. External smash products 
The function spectrum of Subsection 6.1 has a left adjoint, which can be describ- 
ed explicitly as follows. Let #2 be an object of Se', and ~an object of Se". Let ~' / f2  
be the category of representable sheaves over #2; more precisely, the category of 
pairs (A, x) where A is a stable polyhedron in ~" and xe f2(A); let ~"/~P be the 
category of pairs (B, y) with y e ~V(B). Then the external smash product 12A ~P is the 
object of Se defined by 
Q A ~l j= colim~,/t~× a, . /e(A x B) -  . 
We then have the adjointness relation 
Homs~(#2A ~v, #) _- Hom:, (#2, # e). 
The external smash product has a natural associativity, which gives by adjointness 
a natural isomorphism ~(t~^ e)~. (# e)#2. 
6.3. Proposition. Let a : Q1 -~ #22, # : ~Pl ~ ~2 and x : ~b 2~ ~b 1 be maps o f  sheaves. 
Then the fo l lowing hold: 
(i) I f  fl is a cofibration and x is a fibration, then x # " ~ ~1 1 is a f ibration; 
(ii) I f  ~F 1 and ~P2 are cofibrant, and fl and x are weak equivalences, then x # is 
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a weak equivalence; 
(iii) I f  f21 and ~P~ are cofibrant, and a and fl are cofibrations, then 
aAfl  : I2~A ~--+ t'22A ~P2 is a cofibration; 
(iv) I f  f2~, f22, ~'~ and 7' 2 are cofibrant, and a and fl are weak equivalences, then 
aAfl  is a weak equivalence. 
Proof. (i) Since a retract of a fibration is a fibration, Corollary 3.13 allows us to 
assume that fl is a relative polycomplex. Using induction on its length, we reduce 
further to the case where T2-- ~/1 ~){B,t} {Aa}- But then, for any stable polyhedron 
C, the map x ~ has the right lifting property for j "  (CA{0}) -C(CAI ) -  because Jc 
has the right lifting property for the acyclic cofibrations jAia, where i a 'BaCAa.  
Hence x B is a fibration. 
(ii) We factorize x B as x 1. 1 ~. Then fl, being a weak equivalence between 
cofibrant sheaves, has a homotopy inverse. It follows that 1 ~ has a homotopy 
inverse. 
So we are reduced to proving that tc 1 • ~2 ~--, ~ff is a weak equivalence when 
is cofibrant. By Corollary 3.13, we may assume ~u is a polycomplex: let ~u_- 
U ~u [nl be a decomposition for it. Suppose by induction that tc I _ ~toJ _ ~,~nj n>-0 " tP2 --+ ¢/~1 
is a weak equivalence, and let ~[n+l]= ~[n] Ll{gx} {ha}. We consider the diagram 
~[ n+l] - -  ~/[n+l} 
2 ~ tZO1 
The vertical maps are fibrations by (i), with fibres ~va(~/s~) for i= 1, 2. The l 
homotopy groups of the fibres are 
7Cm(~?a(Aa/B~)) " [VA(AA/B2), ~ilm 
which map isomorphically since K': ~b2"+ ~1 is a weak equivalence. Therefore 
~.+l j  ~.+l l  
K1 " ~b2 -'~ ~1 is a weak equivalence, completing the induction. Finally, the 
map /(1 , ~2~_..~ il~ is a weak equivalence, because the homotopy lifting properties 
in the towers of fibrations give as usual exact sequences 
. _ ~{n l .  
O ~ Rlimn rCm + l ( qb i~J) ~ rCm( qb i~) ~ limn rcm( q~ i ) ~ 0. 
(iii) The map aA1 : ~IA ~1 ~ ~2 A ~'ll has the left lifting property with respect o 
any acyclic fibration x because a has the left lifting property with respect o x ~', 
which is an acyclic fibration by (i) and (ii). Therefore aA 1 is a cofibration. By sym- 
metry of the smash product, 1 Aft is also a cofibration. Therefore the composite aAfl  
is a cofibration. 
(iv) The maps a and fl are weak equivalences between cofibrant sheaves, so have 
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homotopy inverses. Since smash product preserves cylinder objects by direct 
calculation, the map aAfl has a homotopy inverse. [] 
6.4. The right derived function spectrum and left derived smash product 
The foregoing proposition shows that function spectrum and smash product 
respect weak equivalences when certain variables are assumed to be cofibrant. There 
is no reason to suppose that the conditions can be relaxed: it would be interesting 
to see specific counterexamples. However, the results of Proposition 6.3 are exactly 
those needed to guarantee xistence of derived functors at the level of homotopy 
categories. 
6.5. Theorem. There exists a right derived functor of  function spectrum, denoted 
Hom(, )" Ho SOx Ho ~" ~ Ho SO' 
and a left derived functor of  smash product, denoted 
L 
A " Ho SO' × Ho SO" --* Ho S °. 
These functors are exact, and canonically adjoint: 
L 
[I2A7 j, ¢1 = [.C2, Hom(T, t/,)]. 
Further, ¢~'--Hom(~, ¢) when ~ is cofibrant, and g2A~-----g2~ ~gwhen g2 and 
are cofibrant. 
Proof. After Proposition 6.3, this follows from the results in [14, 1§4]. [] 
6.6. Remark. Under the equivalence of categories established in Section 4, the func- 
L 
to r^ corresponds to the smash product of CW spectra. (It suffices to prove this 
L 
for polycomplexes, ince ^  is a homotopy functor. Then one argues by induction 
on the length, using exactness.) By adjointness, Hom(, ) therefore corresponds to 
the function spectrum for CW spectra, which is constructed by an application of 
Brown's theorem. 
7. Internal function spectra and smash products 
We now consider a single reference system ~,  and convert our external function 
spectra nd smash products into internal ones. For smash products, the procedure 
is an adaptation of that introduced by Boardman [4, 21]. For function spectra, we 
show that a dual technique can be used. 
In this section, we denote the external function spectrum of Section 6 by (~)ext 
and the external smash product by (~A ~U)ex t, in order to free the original notation 
for internal use. 
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Let y : ~ × ~ ~ ~ be a morphism of reference systems. It exists by Theorem 1.5. 
7.1. Definitions. If • and ~ are sheaves in Se(~ ), we define the internal function 
spectrum • ~" in SP(~ ) by 
¢~ ~:  (~'! ~)e~xt . 
Since y !~ lies in S°(~ × ~),  this functor takes values in Se(~). 
If ~ and t2 are sheaves in Se(~ ), we define the internal smash product QA ~ in 
ff '(~) by 
~QA ~P--- 7! (OA ~r-J)ext. 
The adjointness of y~ and y~, together with that of the external smash product 
and function spectrum, imply that 12^ ~ is left adjoint to ¢~'. 
Of course, these internal functors depend in an essential way upon the choice of 
the morphism y. Further, the natural associativity of the external smash product has 
been sacrificed in the transition to the internal product. We shall show that Theorem 
1.5, and the results of Section 5, are sufficient o ensure that these difficulties disap- 
pear on passing to homotopy. But to express uch results we need to introduce the 
associated functors at the level of homotopy categories. These are obtained by 
replacing certain variables by cofibrant resolutions. 
7.2. Proposition. The right derived internal function spectrum functor 
Horn(, ) • Ho ~x Ho ~--, Ho ~' 
and the left derived internal smash product 
L 
A • Ho £Px Ho ~---, Ho 
exist and satisfy the adjointness relation 
[~2X ~, #]--  [K2, Hom(~, c/,)]. 
Further, f2A ~=t2~ and ~e=Hom(~,  ¢i) when ~ and 12 are cofibrant. 
Proof. The internal functors are composites of the external ones with the functors 
of Section 5. This implies for the associated erived functors that 
L 
Hom(~, #).~.'Hom(~, (Ho Y')#)ext and Qh~(Ly!) (QA~)ext  
since the smash product of two cofibrant sheaves i cofibrant by Proposition 6.3(iii). 
The adjointness follows from Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 6.5. [] 
L 
7.3. Theorem. (i) The functors Horn(, ) and A are independent of  the morphism 
y • ~ x ~ -~ ~ used to define them, up to unique and coherent equivalence in Ho ~.  
(ii) £2A(~AL L ~) = (f2~ ~P)~ . 
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(iii) Hom(g2, Hom(~ u, qs))=Hom(g2/~ ~,q~). 
Proof. (i) It suffices to prove that different y give coherently weakly equivalent 
values of £2A ~ when £2 and ~ are cofibrant sheaves. 
Let Y0 and Yl be morphisms ~ × ~--, ~ ,  each parametrized by a point. Then by 
Theorem 1.5 there exists a morphism F01 : ~ × ~ ~ ~ parametrized by d I which 
restricts to 7i on Oi dl for i--0, 1. By Theorem 5.5(i), (ii) there are acyclic 
cofibrations 
70! (~'2A ~r/)ext ~/-'0! (,.QA ~rJ)ext ~ 71! (,=QA ~-/)ext •
The terms on the left and right, which represent the values of I2A ~ calculated with 
reference to 70 and Yl, are therefore weakly equivalent. 
To prove coherence of the isomorphisms so constructed, we take a third mor- 
phism 72 and connect it to 70 and 71 respectively by A Lparametrized morphisms f02 
and Fl2. Then Fro, /"12 and FOE determine a Od 2-parametrized morphism which we 
extend to a A2-parametrized morphism "~012 by means of Theorem 1.5. By 
Theorem 5.5 we have a commutative diagram of acyclic cofibrations 
70!( '=QA ~r/)ext ) /-'01!( ar2A I//)ext ( 71!( ~A ~r/)ext 
f 
\ 
F02! (~t'~ A ~/)ext 
\ 
S 
72! (~"~ A ~)ext 
f12 ! (QA ~/)ext 
proving coherence of the three weak equivalences defined by the sides. 
To prove the statement for Hom(,  ), we need to show that ¢i ~' is well defined 
up to coherent weak equivalence when ~ is cofibrant. By Theorem 5.5 and Proposi- 
tion 6.3(i), (ii) there is a commutative diagram of acyclic fibrations 
(7()¢~)ext ' (/-'01 ~)e~t ' (7i ¢23)ext 
~"012 =- Jext / 
(rL*)L 
which establishes exactly what is required. 
\ 
/ 
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(ii) Let y :~ × ~ ~ ~ be any morphism. By Theorem 1.5, there exists a 
A 1-parametrized morphism f ' :  ~ × ~ × ~ --, ~ whose restrictions to the faces are 
y(y × 1) and y(1 × y). By Theorem 5.5 there are acyclic cofibrations [y(y × 1)]! (OA 
~A~)ext-+/".~(f2A~Aii lS)ext*-[) '( l  >(y)]!(ff2A~A~)ext when D, ~ and • are coil- 
brant. This establishes the weak equivalence of the two spectral sheaves representing 
L L 
(t2/~ tu)~ ~ and DA(~ ~). 
Off) It suffices to show that ~(~^ ~') and (~ ~')~ are weakly equivalent when t2 and 
are cofibrant. By Theorem 5.5 there are acyclic fibrations 
([y(1 x y)]! di~ (~^ ~')°x' +- (F ! ~(~A ~')0x, (~A ~')ex, 
---ext "ext ~ ([Y(Y × 1)] ! t~)ext 
Using Proposition 5.6, one sees from the definitions that the spectral sheaf on the 
left represents ¢~(a^~'), and that on the right represents (D~) a. Thus the required 
equivalence is proved. [] 
The method of the above proof is sufficient for much more delicate operations, 
such as the A~ constructions of [16] and the extended powers used in the theory of 
H~ ring spectra [12, 19]. The capacity for handling function spectra in S ¢ with 
precision will be used in the author's forthcoming paper [17]. 
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